DEAR PARENTS*ANIMAL LOVERS*RESCUERS*REFLEXOLOGISTS
21st century living is often intense by default. Long term tension can become chronic. Animals pick up their
humans’ imbalances and may be impacted by genetics, puppy mills, abandonment, health challenges, age.
This is an invitation to get you started with Reflexology.

ONE-MINUTE REFLEXOLOGY FOR ANIMALS
Areas selected support general wellbeing

WHY?
Can support bonding between parents/caregivers, animals and wellbeing especially if done regularly/daily and empower improving quality of life for both.

This session can be
part of daily quality
time.
- Notice a deepening
breath, a sigh, a
stretch?

WHAT IS REFLEXOLOGY?
• “Reflexology, an integrative health practice, maps a reflection of the body
predominately on the feet, hands and outer ears. It uses unique manual techniques to deliver pressure to neural
pathways assisting the body to function optimally. (RAA2019)”
• Modern Reflexology was developed by US physicians, and Eunice Ingham is the mother of Reflexology.
• This intro to reflexology is inspired by Marie-France Muller’s Dien Cham, Mowgli. Many thanks to Raul Penaranda.

With gratitude to International Council of Reflexologists (ICR)
for joining forces as ICR Paws 🐾 in Anchorage, Alaska.
PLEASE SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL CERTIFIED REFLEXOLOGIST

WHEN? Now or maybe next time you interact with your animal friend.
HOW? Maybe take a few breaths or possibly pause to prepare yourself

“Some of these areas
we intuitively touch.”
Stormy’s Dad

to make hands-on contact with your friend:
•Use a bit more pressure than petting but ease if needed.
•If animal pulls away, maybe move to next area (reflex) but consider
returning later - going with the pet’s flow, respecting the animal's
comfort zone to empower her/him.
•Doing about 10-12 passes (going back and forth) totaling about 4-5
seconds on each area as marked on image:
1.area where ears are attached to face.
2.ear tips
3.across forehead
4.along nose
5.third eye (above and between eyebrows)
6.end session at 1, same area as started; i.e., where ears are attached
to face; gently remove hands or continue to cuddle - ENJOY.

May this practice help improve Quality of Life for our animal friends, it’s short and sweet.
#ICRPaws #reflexologytreatsareyum #heartMowgli
Mowgli received Reflexology most days until the very last day of his life after being adopted at age six months.
Birgit Nagele is Mowgli’s and Ember’s mom. She is an ARCB nationally certified reflexologist, trauma-informed yoga facilitator (TCTSY-F),
based in New York City. (She is a grateful recipient of the ICR Humanitarian Award 2017)
Permission is hereby granted to reproduce this to support animals, their caregivers including rescuers.

Dear Fellow Reflexologists,
I trust this finds you well considering this difficult time around the globe.
- It has been a very delightful and emotional journey to meet dogs besides my own
reflexologically.
You are welcome to participate at home and/or in the
community...
-ICRPaws was shared at a very informal event at the ICR
Conference in Anchorage in September 2019 where we
welcomed local canines and their people for the first time
at a Reflexology conference*. ❤ " - thank you, ICR.

-Please feel free to download the instructional pdf
and put it on your letterhead for possible sharing
with your community if you think dogs might think
#reflexologytreatsareyum.
Please, have a look at any or all of the links if you are
interested: (Thank you in advance for your understanding regarding outdated platforms:-).
• To read about ICR Paws specifically and other related posts since 2010:
https://frogontheface.blogspot.com/2020/04/reflexology-and-our-best-friendscrisis.html)
• http://ban-chi.net/d_o_g_s
• http://ban-chi.net/project_reflexology_for_animal_wellness
For translations in other languages (thank you again) please contact the following
“ICRPaws” friends:
- Norwegian: arvefahlvik@gmail.com
- Dutch: dorothea.kreidl@hotmail.com
- Portuguese/Spanish: mjgsoliveira@gmail.com
One easy way to follow/support/participate is via Instagram and via ICR FB
#ICRPaws #reflexologytreatsareyum
*using disclaimers as we are trained to do
How it began: This began as a mom & pup daily routine on a hot summer
day in NYC in 2010 (after a crisis) and has since been to about a dozen
countries, mostly one dog/person/refl exologist at a time.
- It has been supported by World Reflexology Blog where it was published
(thank you, Spiros).
- (At the beginning of the Lunar Year of the Dog, February 2018, I started
handing out a card as seen at the bottom of the above image.)
- At this time (COVID) it might be shared by stretching out my arm
wearing a mask so a photo can be taken of the below pdf (like in the
earliest stages) or of the current card or by referring to #ICRPaws, on
Facebook or IG, sharing is quite organic but focus is on helping/sharing/
caring about animals... or perhaps there’ll be zoom events if anyone
expresses interest.
(And yes, there will be a video about ICR Paws including photos submitted
by some of you - thank you). Thank you, Everyone.

